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Management Summary
If you are looking for the ideal model for efficiency in performance and energy consumption, one
need look no further than the transportation industry for a lesson in lowering costs and improving profit. The flexibility of railroads around the world provides a lesson in how to adapt to the environment
with a common platform. The railroad engine, or locomotive, is designed to pull a tremendous amount
of weight, regardless of content, on tracks that are uniform, at least in most geographies. It does not
matter if the train consists of freight cars or passenger cars; the locomotive applies the appropriate
amount of power to move the contents from Point A to Point B. What’s more, a train can consist of a
heterogeneous mix of cars: freight, passengers, baggage, even cars the automobiles of the passengers.
If you want to transport more than a single locomotive can handle, add a second engine, and double the
workload. The locomotive does not ask what it is pulling; it just pulls or pushes.
Similarly, the enterprise data center has a variable workload of legacy applications that need to run
on a daily basis. The CIO has deployed these mission- and business-critical applications with a variety
of operating environments, always matching the application to the environment best suited for it. In
most cases, the enterprise selects the application that meets its needs first, and then implements the
operating environment required. Unfortunately, in the past, the IT staff has had to deploy a rather wide,
heterogeneous mix of platforms in order to provide the operating environment with the proper support
system to run the data center efficiently. From an historical perspective, the enterprise has deployed
UNIX systems for some applications, and applications written for the AS/400 environment for others.
Over the years, the IT staff implemented UNIX applications more often than not on AIX servers from
IBM, based on what was IBM’s System p. The AS/400 applications have a long and storied past, too
long to review here. Suffice it to say, yesterday’s AS/400 applications are still running today on IBM’s
i5/OS which now finds its home on IBM i. Today, many data centers have added a third component to
this mix, applications based upon an open systems version of UNIX, Linux. In fact, many data centers
have deployed Linux applications on a heterogeneous mix of x86 platforms using either the Intel Xeon
microprocessor or AMD’s Opteron. All of these different servers require the enterprise to support a
complex infrastructure of diverse platforms, increasing the management requirements and, therefore,
the total cost of ownership, or TCO. What can the data center do?
In an effort to simplify the infrastructure, and
the life of the CIO, IBM has consolidated all three
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A Complex Heterogeneous Data
Center
Today’s enterprise data center is a heterogeneous mix of mission- and business-critical
applications running on a diverse set of operating platforms. As a result, the IT staff must
maintain and support not only multiple operating environments, deployed over a variety of
server platforms, spanning many years and
processor generations, but multiple teams of
support personnel, as well. This server sprawl
has created a great deal of complexity in the
data center, and complexity always adds cost to
the enterprise operational budget. Simplifying
the infrastructure, and reducing the TCO of the
data center, has thus become a major focus of
the enterprise executive team.
Some enterprises have looked at changing
the IT environment, and migrating to a scale-out
architecture using a network or grid of x86
servers to simplify the infrastructure. Unfortunately, when deployed with a single application
resident, these servers only utilize a fraction of
the CPU resources available, in many cases less
than 20% of server compute cycles. This wastes
not only valuable IT resources, but natural energy resources as well. More importantly, these
enterprise data centers are application-centric,
not platform-centric. The CIO is most concerned with retaining the investment that the
enterprise has made in these mission- and
business-critical applications, along with the investment made in support personnel and management software. Now, can the data center
reduce the TCO without affecting the performance and reliability of the IT infrastructure?
In order to reverse this trend, simplify the IT
architecture and lower data center TCO, the IT
staff must change the paradigm of the enterprise
data center, focusing on:
• The consolidation of mission-critical server
and storage platforms;
• The virtualization of those platforms to improve server and storage utilization;
• The deployment of a storage area network to
facilitate that consolidation; and
• The implementation of programs in support
of green IT, to lower energy consumption and
help to reduce the TCO of the IT environment.
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Legacy data centers with a preponderance of
mission-critical applications based on IBM’s
AS/400 and i5/OS operating systems, along
with UNIX and Linux applications, have had the
opportunity this year to review, and consolidate
on, the latest platforms from IBM Power Systems, designed to host all legacy applications
written to either the AS/400 or AIX operating
environment.

POWER Systems Integration
Earlier this year, in April, IBM introduced a
new line of Power Systems to provide small and
medium business (SMB) data centers using
IBM System i and IBM System p platforms with
a unified line of servers to increase application
choice, reduce energy consumption, and reduce
administration and maintenance costs. Furthermore, it also provided these customers with a
simplified and reduced pricing structure. Configured with the latest dual-core POWER6 processors, these Power Systems provided the data
center with a powerful tool for the consolidation
of IBM i 1 , AIX 2 , and Linux applications on a
single, energy-efficient Power platform. With
POWER’s Capacity on Demand, the data center
can increase processor and memory resources as
needed, without disruption, and then turn it off
when the increased workload subsides. Power
Systems support AIX V5.3 or later, IBM i 6.1 or
later, SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 10 for
POWER or later, and Red Hat Enterprise Linux
4.5 for POWER or later. This enables the data
center to choose the operating system that best
suits its business needs.
In fact, with these new high-performance
POWER6 microprocessors enabling them, data
centers could migrate their existing missioncritical System i applications to the new servers,
providing simultaneous support for all three environments, increasing performance and energy
efficiency, using the same IBM i applications
and operating system that they have relied upon
for the past two decades. At the same time, they
gain access to the complete library of AIX and
Linux applications that have been running on
System p servers. In addition, the System i data
center also gained access to IBM’s PowerVM
virtualization technology, enabling the IT staff
to create up to 80 virtual partitions on a single
1
2

AS/400 or i5/OS.
UNIX.
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platform, deskside, rack, or blade. With PowerVM, the data center can create a scale-in architecture, enabling a higher utilization of server
resources. With POWER6 EnergyScale technology, the data center can provide the System i
user with the same, advanced energy control
features that the System p user has had to help
manage energy costs. This announcement simplified data center management for both the
enterprise and SMB.

POWER6 Enhancements
With the initial announcement of Power
Systems, IBM enabled SMBs with Express
offerings for BladeCenter and the low end of the
Power 520 Express and Power 550 Express.
Now, IBM has extended that offering, making it
more attractive for the enterprise, or departments within the enterprise, to access the consolidation and virtualization advantages of the
converged Power System. IBM has announced
new POWER6 based models to support up to 16
POWER6 cores in a single scale-up 3 , scale-in
system, along with updated virtualization and
systems management software to enable the data
center to improve performance while maximizing return on their IT investment. This also provides additional head room for SMB customers,
protecting their investment in Power Systems.
In addition to the JS12 Blade, Power520
Express and the Power 550 Express announced
in April, IBM has now introduced the Power
560 Express, along with upgrades for the Power
520 and Power 550.
Power 560 Express
IBM has introduced the Power 560 Express
server for consolidation of AIX, IBM i, Linux
for Power, and x86 Linux workloads for midsize-to-large database and application platforms,
providing more headroom than the Power 550.
The Power 560, with up to 16 64-bit POWER6
cores running at 3.6GHz, provides the performance needed to be an ideal virtualization
engine. Combined with IBM’s PowerVM technology, the Power 560 can aggregate and manage all application resources while helping to
simplify and optimize the IT infrastructure and
reduce server sprawl. The Power 560 also
3

See the issue of Clipper Notes dated September 23, 2008,
entitled Perceiving the Dark Side of the Moon – Knowing
When Scale-up Computing Makes Sense, and available at
http://www.clipper.com/research/TCG2008048.pdf.
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carries an extensive portfolio of qualified, proven solutions from the AIX, IBM i, and Linux
catalogs.
The Power 560 is configurable as a single
building block in a scalable 4U rack-mounted
chassis, with the first node supporting either
four or eight POWER6 cores. With a second
chassis, the 560 can scale the system up to 16
cores and up to 384GB of memory, while leveraging the Power System’s symmetrical multiprocessing (SMP) architecture for application
consolidation, reducing overall energy consumption, server footprint in the data center, and
software licensing costs. Each processor core
has 4MB of L2 cache, with 32MB of L3 cache
shared between each pair of cores. Each building block supports up to six 3.5”, 450GB SAS
drives, for 2.7TB of internal storage per chassis.
At the same time, the IT staff can utilize
IBM’s PowerVM technology to achieve the
scale-in quality necessary to improve overall
system utilization while protecting the enterprise
investment in IBM i and AIX resources. This
technology includes the standard POWER Hypervisor with LPAR, Dynamic LPAR, and Virtual LAN technology. The optional PowerVM
Standard Edition provides the Power System
with micropartitioning for up to 10 micropartitions per processor, along with multiple shared
processor pools and virtual I/O server capability.
As with all Power Systems, the 560 has the
reliability, availability, and serviceability features required of a mission-critical server to deliver near-continuous application availability.
These features include the capability to recover
from intermittent errors or failover to redundant
components. The Power 560 can also detect
and report failures, or pending failures, and includes the ability to initiate action automatically
to effect error correction, repair, or component
replacement. Additionally, the Power 560 can
redirect workloads to alternative processors,
without disruption to application execution.
Power 560 Performance
The Power 560 has outstanding performance for a System i environment, with a CPW 4
rating of 14,100 for four cores, 27,600 for eight
cores, and 48,500 for 16 cores, showing nearlinear scalability. This represents, about, a 70%
improvement over System i POWER5 models,
4

Commercial Processing Workload
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and a 30% improvement over System i POWER5+ servers. In compute intensive environments, it is better to use a more commodity
measurement, such as the integer and floating
point benchmarks from SPEC 5 . With the SPEC
ratings, we can get a better view as to how the
Power 560 compares to other scale-up platforms, such as the HP rx7640, based upon the
Intel Itanium microprocessor, and the Sun
M5000, based upon SPARC.
Preliminary results for the Power 560 with 8
processors and 16 cores indicate a SPECint_rate
value of 363 and a SPECfp_rate value of 263.
These figures compare quite favorably against
both HP and Sun. The HP rx7640 with 8
Itanium processors and 16 cores has a SPECint_rate value of 201 and a SPECfp_rate value
of 174. This represents almost an 80% edge in
integer math and a 50% advantage in floating
point calculations. The Sun SPARC M5000,
with 32 cores, has a SPECint_rate value of 264
and a SPECfp_rate value of 223. This represents a 38% edge in .integer math and an 18%
edge in floating point arithmetic. In either case,
it is no contest in pure performance with
POWER6 having a distinct advantage over both
Itanium and SPARC. As would be expected,
the delta between either Xeon or Opteron and
POWER6 is even greater.
As a result of the performance levels of the
POWER6 microprocessor, the data center can
do more work with fewer processors, thus reducing the amount of infrastructure required, reducing floor space and energy consumption,
possibly reducing software licensing costs, and
lowering the TCO of the data center.
Power System Enhancements
In addition to the introduction of the Power
560 Express, IBM has also improved the performance and capacity of several previouslyannounced platforms in order to provide the
System i data center room for business growth
or to add new Linux or UNIX applications..
The Power 520 Express now has an option for a
4-core deployment, while the Power 550 has
doubled its capacity to an 8-core server. IBM
has also extended the capability for full integration support to BladeCenter, with the preinstallation of both IBM i and AIX on the JS12
blade server. IBM has also enhanced the Power
Systems management software suite with new
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Exhibit 1 –
Enhanced Power Systems Software
• IBM Systems Director – Helps the data
center deploy, monitor, analyze, optimize,
and update Power Systems running any
combination of IBM i, AIX, and Linux;
• PowerVM Active Memory Sharing –
Helps the IT staff improve memory utilization by pooling resources between partitions;
• Active Energy Manager – Utilizes advanced energy control options to boost
performance per watt by slowing processor
clock speed or putting processors in “nap”
mode when not in use and enables the IT
staff to set an energy cap for a single
POWER6 processor or a pool of POWER6
processors; and
• PowerHA for AIX has been enhanced with
asynchronous GLVM support to enable
geographic distribution of systems to improve business continuance and disaster
recovery.
Source: IBM

versions of IBM System Director, Active Energy
Manager, PowerVM Active Memory Sharing,
and PowerHA for AIX. (See Exhibit 1, above.)

Conclusion
With server sprawl rampant throughput the
data center, causing an increase in the TCO of
the data center because of under-utilized servers
and wasted energy, consolidation is not an option, it is a requirement. For any enterprise
with legacy applications under AS/400 or i5/OS,
along with UNIX applications, IBM’s Power
Systems become a no-brainer. Deployment of a
Power System enables the data center to reduce
the complexity of the missioncritical operating environment, improve resource utilization, free up floor space, reduce energy consumption, and
by the way, gain access to an
impressive catalog of Linux
applications, as well. IBM’s
Power System may just be the
way to improve your bottom
line, too.
SM
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